
Onsite and Virtual Overtime Utility Audit Protocol 

 

Objective: To conduct Overtime Utility (OU) audits (virtual or site visit) nationwide to provide 

quality assurance that our OU estimates are accurate and appropriate and promote 

transparency to our tenants.  This effort promotes real property stewardship by ensuring that the 

tenant’s OU request is processed and prepared by GSA using the correct information and data 

to meet the mission critical needs of our building tenants while recovering GSA’s cost to provide 

this service. The review process will also help us better leverage our OU education/training to 

promote tenant awareness and encourage dialogue on how to best further reduce the use of 

OU demand which in turn will create opportunities to further reduce overall GSA energy 

consumption. 

Requirement: Two approaches are available to conduct the OU audit, Onsite and Virtual.  The 

Onsite visit is the preferred audit protocol and should be used by the regions especially for large 

and complex OU estimates.  This approach consists of actual visits by the property manager 

and estimator to the building being audited and touring the building plant and space to verify 

information provided to calculate OU estimate.  The virtual approach should be used for smaller 

routine buildings that are historically easier and have greater accuracy in preparing the OU 

estimate.  A virtual audit can be used as a substitute for an onsite audit if it is determined by the 

region that an Onsite visit is not cost effective.  This should be annotated by the region in their 

‘Report of Findings’. At least three OU audits must be conducted each quarter from three (3) 

agencies at three (3) different buildings. Audits should be focused on those estimates that are 

identified to a specific agency in a specific building space.  This will usually involve verifying the 

equipment and systems type, sizing and time duration required to satisfy the tenants OU needs 

and reviewing the generated estimate with those accountable for preparing/reviewing the 

estimate.  Estimates that are aggregated among multiple building space requirements that 

cannot be uncoupled for a specific space type or building should be avoided unless the agency 

occupies all the space in the specific building.  In addition, to maximize the success of this effort 

we want to focus attention on those tenant requirements with higher to excessive cost estimates 

or estimates that historically have experience one or more errors in calculating the estimate. 

Time commitment: Most routine estimates for office space require no more than 2 hours to 

estimate.  However, more complex building space such as courts and large computer rooms 

can require 3 hours or more to complete. 

Staff Involved: It will depend on who is the responsible party for preparing the building OU 

estimate, property manager or regional staff estimator.  In addition it is vital that the Regional 

OU Point of Contact, O&M Contractor and the POC for tenant agency be involved 

Procedure: 

1. Select building for audit and perform the following process: 

i. Reach out to tenant’s to verify their OU requirements and assess what 

is normally provided by GSA. 



ii. Hours required 

iii. House equipment and systems needed to support request including, 

but not limited to the following:   

1. ‘Run Time’ used 

2. Load generated by OU  

3. Size of equipment 

4. Lighting and plug load  

iv. Additional Program Equipment required 

v. Fuel Costs incurred (Gas, Steam, Water) 

2. Ancillary services including mechanical and/or custodial support charges 

3. Review ‘all’ current year OU estimates for the specific building by agency 

type housed as well as the OU records for the previous year 

4. Verify whether the current year estimate is in line (+- 8%) with last years’ 

estimate. 

5. Identify and specify any new changes that support an increase in OU costs 

including added space, new house equipment installed, outages requiring 

alternate equipment use, etc. 

6. Discuss estimate with the Property Manager, O&M Contractor and Regional 

estimator/reviewer. 

7. Verify building equipment and system zoning support OU requirements 

8. Prepare ‘Report of Findings’ verifying that correct equipment and systems 

use, run and load factors, and utility rate accuracy to support OU 

requirement. 

9. Conduct ‘Close Out’ meeting with regional POC and Tenant POC on results 

of assessment. 

10. If additional support is required Central Office will be available for assistance. 

 


